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1. Introduction 
The atochastical nature of its results is known to confine the applica

bility of the Monte Carlo method (MC method) in solving particle transport 
problems. The statistical situation may become especially a precarious 
one if the difference of individual results is of the actual interest as it 
is, for example, in investigation of the dependence of a detector responie on 
variations of a given arrangement. The applicability of the MC method is en
tirely called in question if the effect to be calculated goes down to the 
order of the statistical errors of the single results. For example, if it is yet 
possible to calculate with an acceptable expense the detector responses in 
two different etates of the system with a desired accuracy of n!>, then, in 
statistically independent calculation*,already the double expense will be 
necessary to estimate only the sign of the difference with the same reliabi
lity if it is itself in the order of nS. On the other hand,there is a po
tential interest to utilize the MC method in such cases,too,because often 
just the Details in geometry and in the behaviour of cross sections 
must be taken into consideration to such s degree which, at least at present, 
is attainable without too much effort by the MC method only. 

The MC method was particularly used and developed for the calculation of 
small effects in the field of reactor physice. But there the calculations are 
rendered more complicated because, in general, variations of the eigenvalue 
of a homogeneous transport problem are of interest. In this paper we disre
gard that complication and look at difference calculations for inhomogeneous 
problems, i.e.,in particle fielda with a constant outer source. However, it 
should be noted that the variance problems in both cases are quite similar 
and conclusions drawn in this paper may be immediately transferred to the re
actor phyaical calculations. 
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The main point in reducing the variances of difference estimates is 
the introduction or* a positive correlation between the individual estimate». 
This is given to a high degree in the "weighting method". There, particle 
hiatories are simulated only in one state of the aysto», let call it the 
"zero" state. By an appropriate weighting according to the general biasing 
scheme /1-5/ these histories are simultaneously taken as randomly selected 
set of histories in the other state - the "one" state - of the system. This 
'Weighting method" is applicable without approximations only then if the set 
of all possible particle histories in the "zero" state inoluoes the entire 
set of possible histories in the "one" state. This condition considerably con
fines the applicability of this method. But it may be successfully utilized, 
for example, if the cross sections of the materials differ only slightly by 
small density variations in both system states. For more substantial croes 
section variations approximations may become necessary and it losses in effec
tiveness, especially, if material zones are voided. In those cases two other 
methods are mostly used. The practically simplest method is the "correlated 
sampling", where by an appropriate management of the starting random num
bers the same histories are initialized in both system states. In that way all 
those histories which do not partake in the effect are the same in both cal
culations. The statistical fluctuations of the difference estimates, therefore, 
result only from those sets of histories which separate in both calculations in 
consequence of the differences in the system states, i.e.,they result only from 
the effective histories which just cause the effect. Contrary to the "weighting 

method" no approximations for any cross section changes are necessary because 
all effective histories are separately realized in their own system states. 
On the other hand,we have a loss in correlation just between the sets of ef
fective histories. Certainly, this method could be further improved, e.g., by 
keeping the effective histories in the "one" state so close as possible to 
those of the "zero" state. However, that will be strongly confined because 
the joint histories are actually to realize in different system states. 

Favourable possibilities to correlate the sets of effective histories 
seem to provide the so-called perturbation source method (PSM). Here the 
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calculation of the effect is not based on two parallel, but on two sequen
tial transport calculations euch of them in one state of the system. In the 
first calculation the variations (perturbations ) of the system cause the ge
neration of two types of source particles (perturbation particles) for the se
cond calculation. Both types of perturbation particles then give estimates of 
opposite signs. The common generation process and the following random walk 
of the perturbation particles in the same state of the system arc the featu
res of the PSM which should give good possibilities for introducing positive 
correlation between the substractiny estimates. 

Though, all the methods are widely used in practice there is no general 
analysis of their efficiencies in the literature. Of course, a rigorous com
parison of the methods requires the analysis as of variances as of computati
onal expenses. This should be an attractive task for future investigations. 
In this paper a general variance analysis of the PSM in inhomoyeneous linear 
particle transport problems is performed. This is done by an adequate exten
sion of the adjoint integral formalism presented by Coveyou et al. for repre
senting the variances of the event point estimator in analog ana biased solu
tions of oroinary particle transport problems /3/. The received results enable 
as the understanding of the general variance peculiarities of the PSM as to 
draw direct practical conclusions with respect to its improvement. 

2. Outline of the Perturbation Source Method 
Let us have a time independent particle distribution which is described 

in the phase space by a nonnegative event density L (x). Ihe particle field 
is feeded by a given first event source Ь (x) which may be assumed to be nor
malized 

L (x) is given as the solution of the F r e d h o l m integral equation 

We emphasize that the term "perturbation" in the notation of the PSM general
ly is not related to an approximation in the sense of the approximative 
perturbation theory. 
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ад = к*) * [№-*)£№. (2) 

where К (х-»у ) is the nonnegative transition kernel describing the transport 
process of the particles in energy, flight direction and in the volume of the 
given system. Ue assume К to be nonmultiplying, i.e.,its normalization con
stant 

G.(*)*fl(,(*-'X*)<t*1 0) 

to fulfil 

0 £ G.C*) £ i. w 

An installed detector with the response function D(x) gives the counting rate 

The adjoint problem belonging to the particle transport problem £(2), (5)J is 

given by the equations 

W.C*) = Ж*) +/к/*+*'№Ш*', (6) 

(7) 

inhere W Q ( X ) is called the value function of the particle problem {(2),(5)//3/. 
Now we change the system according to 

(8) K.(*-+t) => K<(*~i) 
and wait for the new equilibrium event density E.(x) which is given as 
the solution of 

£"« M = X (*> * ft (*'+*)£* (*№'- c« 
The kernel K, is also assumed to be nonmultiplying. The new counting rate of 
the detector is 

К ~foc*)£*C*)et*- (10) 



tto are interested in the Monti.' Curio calculations of this effect 

Л •» At - Ao • (ш 

Performing, two parallel calculations with the estimators n. of d;, res

pectively,*e have with 

г * и - ?o ( Ш 

the estimator (per particle pair) of fl . Its variance Vur(o ) is given by 
4. C 

where the variances UorCjJLJ and the covariance Cov(j£, £ ) are defined as 

usually /6/. Goad estimates of fl we may expect if the variances of the esti

mators 71 are sufficiently small and if they are positive correlated. The 

latter is the speciality of difference calculations. 

The starting point of the PSM is now the interpretation of the effect Д 

as integral д ^ J V C * ) E f r ) 0 t * (14) 

of the oifference event density 

Ш *£*(*)-ffl 
and the derivation of an equation for it. Subtracting equations (9) and (2) 

we get 

E(*) - PC*) + JKL(x4EH^' 
so-called perturbation source with the so-called perturbation source 

\ r- . Л / / 
(17) 

Ue point out that equation (16) may also be rewritten with К instuad uf K, and 

defininy the perturbation source with t, instead of L . This fact is unimpor

tant with respect to Dur yeneral derivation of the variance expression for the 

PSM estimator in the next chapter} but it must be taken into consideration in 

practical applications. 
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Assuring thst possible analytical subtractions or conversions in the dif
ference of the kernels K„ ano K. have been carried out so that 

о 1 

K(*+r) - к. (*+i) - 3 (*-?) -%(* *t) u e ) 

with nonnegative ranaining transition kernels P,(x-»y) we see thst E(x) is 
also given by 

(19) 

ce the solutions of where the E.(x) are the solutions of 

(20) 
ч - j 

with the P.(x) as the constituents of the perturbation source 

К*) = Ж*) - ЧС*), < 2 i > 

ад=у^'-^^^', ые,4. (22) 
Therefore, /1 may also be calculated as the difference 

л - tf - A : <»> 
of the counting rates 

$* fa*) £*(*)** > i*6,4" 
From equations (2) and (20) through (24) follows the general outline of the 
Monte Carlo procedure of the PSM(for details see chapter J): 

1) Simulate the histories of basic particles in the "zero" state 
of the systam according to the source and transition kernel 

2) Generate two types of new, so-called psrturbstion particles 
according to the definitions (22) of bath perturbation source 
constituents during the basic histories. 

3) Estimate A by estimating the A; during the transport gam 
of the perturbation particles in the "one" ststs of the system. 

(24) 
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Denoting with f. the estimate» (par basic particle) of the d; tha 
PSH eatimator ia given by 

?*- it - € 
ana it» variance 

The resulting variance Var( n*) will be determined by: 
l)the transport game of the basic particles; 
2)the generation procedure of the perturbation particles; 
3)the transport game of the perturbation particles; 
4)the eatimators used for estimating the A; • 

What may we expect from the approach of the PSM in general? We note 
that the specific of the difference of two estimates is not overcome, but on
ly transformed by the perturbation source. Obviously, we nay expect a con
siderable improvement in the statistic of the fi-estimate, if the perturba
tion source becomes a nonalternate distribution. But also in the general case 
when the resulting perturbation source forms a difference of nonalternate 
distributions the PSH should be quite promising because ita formulation 
is especially focused to the cause of the effect л • 

What in particular do our hopes found on? Let us look at the estimation 
of л by performing two parallel calculations each of them in one state of 
the system. Positive correlation may be introduced by an appropriate mana
gement of the random numbers initializing the histories in both calculations. 
In that way the common part of histories in both states of the system may be 

kept identical and only those histories,taking part in the effect wilj, in 
general, differ after the entry in a region which was changed by the modifi
cation (B). This mesne that we have an undaairable loss in correlation juat 
in the significant histories.Contrary to that the PSM seems to provide a 
good means to strengthen the correlation between those histories. As in the 
previoua method one complete calculation must also be performed) the trans
port game of the basic particles. Tha generation and the tranaport game of 
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both types of perturbation particles then correspond to that part of histories 
which separate in both system states and contribute to the ваше effect Д . 
The generation process of both types of perturbation particles and their 
following random walk in the same state of the system seem to represent fa
vourable possibilities for introducing positive correlation between the two 
subtracting estimators • and, therefore, speak in favour of this method. 
That they in fact take the decisive parts in the PSM we shall demonstrate 
in the discussion of the derived results which will be published 
in the next paper. 

3. Variances of the Perturbation Source Method 

In this chapter we derive general expressions for the variances of the 
PSM estimator in different versions of the method. For it we want to use the 
easy adjoint integral formalism of Coveyou et al./3-5/ for calculating the 
second moments of the estimator. Therefore, we raise some formally simplifying 
Dut generally nonrestricting suppositions.First, as estimators 17. we shall 
use event point estimators / V which are based on the event chains of all per
turbation particles of the type i generated during the lifetime of a basic 
particle, denoting with x, (1:0,1 L) the event paints of the basic par
ticle and with x , (n=0,l,...,N) the event points of a generated "i" per
turbation particle the estimators may be represented 

£=Z£^***>"'>*'i*«,*M','",*'ft)('1*)) i =<U- (27) 
Here is w.(x , ...,x,;x,.,..., к . ) i 0 the statistical weight of an "i" 
perturbation particle at its event point x . which was generated in consequence 
of the basic event at x^ and after that has passed the event points х о А,х, А 

...,x .. As contribution function the estimators contain the detector response 
U(x). Second, all the transitions in the phase space are to be considered as 
nonfsctorized transitions, i.e.,those are not devided in flights and collisi
ons as we really do in -oplicatione /5/. 

Many different s .lations of a given transitional kernel T(x-»y) with 
the normalization el, .tant 
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l(t)mjr(*-**Oe(*' <») 
may ba unci. In the general biasing achWM we use another nonmultiplying, but 
otherwise widely arbitrary kernel T(x-»y) normalized by 

To guarantee an unbiased simulation of T(x-«. y) it is necessary that T(x-»y)^Q 
for all (x,y),where T(x-»y) i 0. Then^t an event pointx the biasing simulation 
procedure of T(x-»y) is the following: 

1) With probability (l-t(x)) there is no next event point, 
the history is terminated. 

Z) With probability t(x) the particle survives the euent. 
The next event point is chosen from T(x-»y)/t(x). The sta
tistical weight of the particle is multiplied by T(x-»y)/7(x-»-y} 
after the event at x . 

With respect to the transport games especially two simulations are of interest. 
Those ore the analog and the EV-biasinq simulations. Both are included in the 
more general survival-biasing.where 

Tfr-y) - l(x) * T(*~z)/i(*) сзо) 
is useu with t(x) as arbitrary survival probability. The special choices 
"E(x) x t(x) and T(x)s 1 give the analog and the Ev-biaaing simulations! 
respectively. Therefore, we shall derive all the formulas for the whole class 
of eurvival-biaeing games and only in the discussion extract the 

special cases. In the EU-biasing transport game a history must be suitably ter
minated, e.g.,by a Russian Roulette procedure after the statistical weight 
was fallen down unoer a given minimum amount /*/• Contrary to the transport 
games the generation process according to the transition kernels P.(x-»y) 
will be dealt with in the general biasing technique. 

A FGXTRAN-like outline of the PSM procedure as it will be considered 
in thia paper is aat forth in Fig.l through Fig.5. Fig.3 through Fig.5 show 
different generation procedures at an event point x of a baaic particle having 
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(START) t-fci" 
Choose x fro* 5Ax). 

(1) 
wxl 

(1) Generation procedure at x . (1) (1) 

Transport game of all the generated perturbation 
4 particles including the simulations of the 17- . 

With probability (1 -3 0(x)), go to (2). 

*=**<г0М/$0Ы 
Choose у from K Q(x-*y)/<» 0(x). 

x=y 
Go to (1) 

(2) г*- x - ч: 
Fig. 1. The PSH procedure 

First event points x, and starting «eights «к U=0,1) 
are given from the generation procedure at x. 
(START) i=0 

(1) If w i = 0 , go to (J). 

(2) 
With probability (1- (F^x^), go to (J). 

V * i * 6'l t xi ) / ^jtxj) 
Choose y i from K 1 ( x i ~ » y i ) / G' 1(x i). 

Go to (2). 

(3) If i=l, STOP. 
i=i+l 
Go to (1) 

Fig. 2. The perturbation transport game including the event point 
estimation. 
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(STMT) i«0 

(1) V 
With probability U-fSjU)), go 
Choose x. from р~.(х-«Хд). 

to (2). 

"i**"Pi <x"*xi>/4Si^x)"Pi^x"' «,)) 
(2) If i=l, STOP. 

ixi+1 
Go to (1). 

Fig. 3. Generation procedure (A) 

(START) W° 
(1) 

With probability (1-ф(х>), 
i = 0 
Choose x. from p\(x-»x 

STOP. 

i>-
W.sW« Pj(x -• • x ^ A p U ) . ^ (x-»xA)) 

If i=l, STOP 
i=i+l 
Go to (1). 

Fig. 4. Genert*ion procedure (B) 

(START) w° 
With probability (l-p(x)), STOP. 

СЬоове x. from p(x -»х^) • 
Wj=w« (Р̂ (х -»x1)-E<(x -»х^ ))/<p(x)< F(x — x x ) ) 

Fig. 5. Generation procedure (C) 

tha weight w. They will be explained in more detail in the further derivation. 
It ia of importance to point out that we explicitly consider only statistical
ly indepenoent transport games of the perturbation particles. The possibili
ties of correlated games should be investigated for the future. Their doubt
less usefulness, however, becomes evident in our results. 

Let us start with the analysis of the event point estimation carried 
out during a survival-biaeing transport game in the "one" state of the ays-
tern. For that we define fix) to be в random variable whose value is the 
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total contribution to the ее tieeta,present and future, Bade by a particle 
of unit «alght experiencing an event in dx near x /J/. At ouch an event 
point we have the following balance: 
Belence (1) 

Event and probability Value of £(x) 
1) With probability (l-S^x)) the 

history is terminated. 0(x) 
2) With probability ^C*)*^-*!)^/^^ 

the particle survives and has 
the next event in dy near y. 1)00+ S*<W«Q^W§[W 

From this balance we find for the expected value M^J^fr)! the equation 

ti[m] - щ + [к£~Ф[Щк'. ^ 
This function 

ш*)^м[Ш 
is the value function of a particle transport problem in a system K. with a 
detector D(x) /3,4/. 

Next, quite similarly we prepare the statistical analysis of the basic 
game in the system state К including a generation process of perturbation 
particles whose histories then contribute to the estimate. Let us define Jo0c) 

to be a random variable whose value is, for each possible basic particle 
of unit weight experiencing an event in dx near x, the total contribution 
to the estimate, present and future, resulting from the particle during its 
further random walk in the system К by generating perturbation particles 
which then directly contribute to the estimate* Furthermore, let WOO 

be a random variable whose value is the contribution to the estimate, made 
by a perturbation particle which is possibly generated in consequence of an 
event of a basic particle with unit weight in dx near x. Hence, for an event 
point of a basic particle with unit weight in dx near x we may set up the 
following balance for j»£*): 
Balance (II) 
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Event and probability «slue of Ttx) 
1) With probability (1- ? g(x)> th» 

history is termintated. 
2) With probability $ M « K,(*-f)dy/6t(*) 

tha basic particle survives and has 
the next event in dy near y, J(*) + %h)»0$!(Мб»(<) 

The next relation we have to find is that between j(t) and 5 t$t) • 
It is determined by the simulation procedure of the generation process. Only 
for a little while» we digress now from the original PSH and assume, for 

convenience, instead cf equation (21) a single nonnegative generation process, 

ад-/^Ч)£/^'. (33) 

Here P(x-»y) is to be a nonnegative transition kernel describing the generation 
of perturbation particles caused by an event of a basic particle at x and 
the transition to its first event point y. P(x-»y) is simulated according to 
the general biasing technique where we explicitly write the biasing kernel 
P(x-»y) as the product of a generation probability p(x) and a normalized 
probability density function p(x-*y) 

Pffr-vJ1 - p<*) * p(* ~?) • iM) 

Then we find: 
BalancB (111) 

Event and probability Value of j(x) 
1) With probability (l-p(x)) no perturbation 

particle is generated• U 
2) With probability 'p6t)*fCK--*y)t)tf 

a perturbation particle is generated 
and experiences its first event in АЛЬ/* 1ГГГ _. , 

:ted value _ -. 

dy near у 

Hence, for the expected value 
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«в gat the equation 

да *М[Щ + fk.(<-*0\J(*W 

•tor*, with definition (32) 

value of the event point estimator 9 

and, furthermore, with definition (32) 

The expected value of the event point estimator 9 ia given by 

It ia not hard to see that 

i.e.,that 4 is an unbiased estimator of 
Now we direct our attention to the variance 

2 

(38) 

(39) 

Var(f) ^ M[f] - h , 
where M i ? * J is the second moment and is given by 

From balance (II) we find the equation for 

where we have defined a nonnegative variance function of f(jt) 

With the help of a new distribution function H&iv as solution of 
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M t J*J M y be tear—anted in a cloMd fata 

Note that for the analog basic gam F 0(x)«C Q(x). 
The second moment easily calculated fro* balance (III) 

and fro* balance (I) wa find the equation for 

/#?=эфп-ш) + £§/&Mtf^. (47) 
Now we return to the actual PSM with the double generation process. For its 
variance analysis let us define iAx) (3(x)) to be a random variable whose 
value is the contribution to the estimate! made by a "zero" ("one") particle 
which is possibly generated in consequence,of an.event of a basic particle with 
unit weight in dx near x.The relation of both variables to T(x) from the basic 
game is also given by balance (II) but with the redefinition 

As before we have 

(48) 

(49) 

but now W(x) is the solution of equation (36) with the source term ю solution of equation (36) wi 

M[3&] - пШ - п[Ы • 
Jation (37), the double generation procedure must guarantee that 

Taking into account the redefinition (48) resulting in the modification 
(50) with equations (SI) the second moment of the PSM estimator (25) is 
also given by equations (41), (42) or (45). The quantity, which yet has to 
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b* ntwiy calculated ia ttM vuriunce function Vur(,J(x)). Now we shall do 
this for the doubl* generation procedures shown in Fig.} through Fig.5. 

Generation procedure (A) 
The "i" particles are statistically independent generated uuing the 

generation probabilities рДх) and transfer functions 7>j'.x-»y). We find the 
fallowing balance: 
Balance (IV) 

Value of _ 
Event and probability XfrJ Stfi) 

1) With probability (1-p^x)) no "one" 
particle is generated. 0 
1.1) With probability (l-pQ(x)) no 

"zero" particle is generated. 0 
1.2) With probability Po(x)«Po(x-»y)dy0 

a "zero" particle is generated 
and has its first event in dy 
near у . юг 

2) With probability p,(x)«p\(x-»-y,)oy, 
the "one" particle is generated and 
experiences its first event in dy. 
near y,. ^ i 
2.1) With probability (1-P0(x)) 

no "zero" particle is gene
rated. 0 

2.2) With probability p (x)«p (x-»yQ)dy 
the "zero" particle is generated 
and has its first event in dy S.M.)*-i\ —J > 
near у . 

I t follows 
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With that th* variance function (43) aay I» written 

fa(^-fatty + fatty-2С*№'Щ , (»> 
whara , 

(55) 

with 

(56) 

"° * - * - » - ' '™(^*'jZ(^xynLij*yj/x»^W". ( 5 7 ) 

Generation procedure (B) 
The perturbation particles are generated in pairs using a pair gene

ration probability p(x) but after that they will be transferred to their 
first event points by statistically independent selecting from the distri
bution functions p.(x-»y). For this procedure we find the balance: 
Balance(V) 

Value of 
Event and probability Зш(*) За.(*) 

1) With probability (l-p(x)) no pair of 
perturbation particles ia generated. 0 0 

2) With probability i>(x)»p"0(x-^»p"1(x-»y1)dyody1 

a pair of perturbation particles is 
generated and they experience their 
first events in dy_ and dy, near у _ 
and y 1 ( respectively. "ЗД''/&Л£*^) **Ч»1/&*) 

Then we get 

** - jkf&2H№'> '-«'• (58) 
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no 

(*9) 

—. Value of — 

feneration procedure I, C J 

We may cxtcna tlte pair generation procedure lU) by using the same 

Distribution p(x-»y) for sclectiny the first event points of both pertur

bation particles. In that way we arrive at a single generation procedure 

where the one generated perturbation particle now directly represents the 

difference of both perturbation source terms. With regard to a comparison 

with the foregoing two-particle generations it is useful to deal with this 
single generation procedure formally in the same framework, i.e.tso as 

would we have two perturbation particles with different starting weights, 

but with identical histories. Thus we may set up the following balance. 

Balance (VI) 

tyent and probability 

i) With probability U-p(x)) no pertur

bation is generated. (J 0 

2) With probability p(.x)*'p(x-»y)dy the 

perturbation particle is generated 

and experiences its first event in ,--w i -э / 1 

dy near y. ^ « /SW»/5i*-«JS> * /ВД*Л**») 

From that we yet 

and 

(60) 

(61) 

He point out yet the special case where W.(x) is known. Then the PSM proce

dure may be terminated at the first events of the perturbation particles. 
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This is aasily to realize with the help of equations (20) through (24) and 
(31), (32) arriving at 

The representation of A by equation (62) makes clear its interpretation as 
an ordinary functional of the total first event density of perturbation рвг-
ticles. Simulating the latter the event point estimators O. must be used 
with U.(x) as the contribution function. The variance analysis of that case 
is easily accomplished. For this end, in the balances of the generation pro
cedures considered above instead of the random variable \(})ve have to use 
its mean value U.(y). We find: 

- for the generation procedure (A) 

\=9,l, (63) 

(64) 

- for the generation procedure (B) 

104-£[$$&*, >-«<,„> 

- for the generation procedure (C) 

Ф Н ' 1 Т М ^ •••«''«... 

' (6B) 
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Ноак К. Анализ дисперсии результатов расчета Монте-Карло Е11-81-620 
по методу "возмущенного источника" в случае линейных неоднородных задач 
переноса частиц. Вывод формул 

Благодаря возможности вводить положительную корреляцию в оценку разности 
двух величин, метод "возмущенного источника" может быть вполне работоспособным 
в методе Монте-Карло для вычисления малых разностных эффектов. Метод оказыва
ется пригодным даже в том случае, когда другие методы неприменимы, например, 
в случае изменений геометрии данной системы. В данной работе метод "возмущен
ного источника" формулируется на базе интегральных уравнений переноса. Полу
чены формулы для второго момента оценки разности по точкам событий. При выводе 
рассматриваются определенный класс описания истории блуждания частиц и разные 
процедуры рождения "дополнительных" частиц. Обсуждение поведения дисперсии 
и выводы по улучшению метода приводятся в отдельной работе. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики ОИЯИ. 
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Noack К. Variance Analysis of the Monte Carlo Perturbation El 1-81-620 
Source Method in Inhomogeneous Linear Particle Transport Problems. 
Derivation of Formulae 

The perturbation source method may be a powerful Monte Carlo means in 
calculating small effects In a particle field because it offers promising 
possibilities for introducing positive correlation between subtracting es
timates even In the cases where other methods fall, e.g., in the case of 
geometrical variations of a given arrangement. In the present paper the pertur
bation source method is formulated on the basis of integral equations for the 
particle fields and the formulae for the second moment of the difference event 
point estimator are derived. Explicitly a certain class of transport games 
and different procedures for generating the so-called perturbation particles 
are considered. In the next paper the variance behaviour of the perturbation 
source method will be reported and the conclusions with respect to its impro
vement will be drawn. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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